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OVERVIEW

 Multiboson measurements and observations are one of the 
best tests of the structure of the Standard Model

 2022 marked the beginning of Run 3.  All of the results I have 
to show you today make use of the full Run 2 dataset.

 I will concentrate on a couple of the most recent results, and most 
recent results submitted for publication.

 Where we’re going:

 There is a vast expanse of LHC data yet to be taken and explored!  
We’re likely running RIGHT NOW.
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REMINDER: RUN 2

 What I will highlight today will utilize 138 fb-1 of data.  Worth noting that there are 
continuing Run 2 analyses, and already analyses planned on Run 3 data (and combined 
Run 2+3).
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NEVER COMPLETE WITHOUT:

 An experimental talk is never complete without 

the star of our show.



WHAT ARE WE DOING?

 You can subdivide the physics that we can do with multiboson physics (roughly) 

into a few categories:

 Searches for rare though predicted SM processes.

 Detailed examination of the kinematics in these SM processes, and inference of how 

these examinations constrain potential non-SM physics.

 Precision measurement of differential cross sections.

 As you accrue more and more integrated luminosity, the first can become the 

second, and then the third.

 I’m going to overview a few of the most recent results, which touch on each of 

these.
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WW PRODUCTION

 The main processes in WW production.  I’m stealing a little bit: there is a 

dedicated VBS talk later, but I wanted to start here.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2022.137495


WW PARTICULARS

 Note the distinction being made here between signal (EWK) and background (QCD).  
There’s no control sample that you can define that is purely dominated by 
WW(QCD)

 Top is, as always, a major background.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2022.137495


WW RESULTS

 Combined ee. mm, separated by jet mass and Zeppenfeld variable.

 Observed significance is 5.6 (5.2) sigma for the EWK process.
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EWK Wg PRODUCTION

 Again, stealing slightly.  There is a distinction here drawn for EWK processes (the 

first three) and QCD initiated production of Wg.

 Here we have the trilinear vertex in the second diagram, and the quadrilinear 

vertex in the third.  And really, that’s what is interesting here.
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2212.12592


Wg DETAILS

 A control region is defined adjacent to the signal region in dijet mass.  As one 

can see (left is photon in barrel, right is endcap), there’s no visible contamination 

from the EWK process.
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Wg DETAILS (2)    

 Dealing with a very small signal on top of significant backgrounds.
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Wg RESULTS

 Sensitivity enhanced, like most analyses, by binning in the sensitive variable, in 

this case, the jet mass and Mlg. Observed significance is 6.0 (6.8).
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Wg RESULTS

 Limits are set on the different couplings by using the Wg mass.  Here is an 

representative example, where the enhancement at high mass is clear.
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ZZ+J DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION

 This is a good example of the full chain that I mentioned earlier.

 I may be showing my age, but it wasn’t THAT long ago that ZZ production in the 

leptonic channels wasn’t established at hadron colliders (I looked it up, 2008).

 Then a certain boson was discovered in this channel, and suddenly we’re in this era of 

seemingly limitless statistics.

 We now have sufficient statistics to make differential cross section measurements 

using the cleanest reconstructed leptons.
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https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SMP-22-001/index.html


ZZ+J RESULTS (1):

 Njets and m4l, for 60 < MZ1, MZ2 < 120
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ZZ+J RESULTS

 Many different unfolded distributions are public, here I’m just showing the 

unfolded cross section as a function of four-lepton mass, and number of jets.
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SEARCH FOR WWg PRODUCTION:

 This to me is very exciting:  processes with three vector bosons in the final state, 

plus both trilinear and quadrilinear vertices.

 Now really into MULTI territory, three vector bosons in the final state.
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WWg DETAILS:

 Top is an issue for everyone at the 

LHC.

 In this analysis a separate top 

control region is defined, as well as 

a same sign sample, in order to 

both check the agreement, and 

constrain the contributions in the 

simultaneous fit.

 This table is post-fit.
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WWg RESULTS:

 These are the 2D mTWW-mllg distributions used for the significance measurement.  

Zero jet is on the left, one jet (or more) is on the right.

 Observed significance is 5.6 (4.7) sigma.
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SUMMARY

 We have done, and continue to do a very 

successful job widening our view into physics 

at the LHC.

 We’ve now observed some pretty novel SM 

phenomena.  Is SUSY (or anything else) 

lurking in any of those places?  We’ll have to 

look hard to tell.

 You’ll be hearing more soon!

Run 2?
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EWK Wg
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EWK Wg
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EWK Wg
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EWK Wg
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ZZ+JETS
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ZZ+JETS
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ZZ+JETS
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WWg
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SUMMARIES
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WWg
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